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Virtual histopathology with ultraviolet scattering
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Realistic label-free virtual histopathology has been a long
sought-after goal not yet achieved with current methods.
Here, we introduce high-resolution hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E)-like virtual histology of unstained human breast
lumpectomy specimen sections using ultraviolet scattering-
augmented photoacoustic remote sensing microscopy.
Together with a colormap-matching algorithm based on
blind stain separation from a reference true H&E image,
we are able to produce virtual H&E images of unstained tis-
sues with close concordance to true H&E-stained sections,
with promising diagnostic utility. © 2021 Optical Society of
America

https://doi.org/10.1364/OL.436136

The primary treatment for many solid cancers is tumor resec-
tion, where surgeons attempt to resect all cancerous tissue from
the patient while conserving the surrounding healthy tissue. The
boundaries of these excised specimens must then be inspected to
verify clear margins. Currently, the histopathological assessment
gold standard involves formalin-fixation, paraffin-embedding
(FFPE), and hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining of these
tissues before being reviewed by a pathologist using bright-field
microscopy. Unfortunately, due to both the time-consuming
and labor-intensive nature of this routine processing, histologi-
cal interpretation is performed postoperatively. This delay in
margin assessment can result in unnecessary additional surg-
eries, leading to worsened patient prognosis, as well as avoidable
emotional and physical trauma. Consequently, there is an
unmet need to develop a solution that can replace traditional
FFPE H&E histopathological assessment by imaging resected
tissue directly, within an intraoperative setting.

A literature review reveals a number of approaches that move
towards this goal. Frozen section analysis (FSA) still relies on
H&E staining, but bypasses some of the more time-consuming
FFPE processing steps by rapidly freezing tissue. This technique
is currently the standard of care; however, it struggles in lipid-
rich tissues such as breast tissue, where freezing artifacts become
prevalent [1]. Microscopy with ultraviolet surface excitation

(MUSE) has demonstrated fast surface imaging of tissue sam-
ples, but suffers from non-uniform, tissue-dependent ultraviolet
(UV) penetration depth, and requires the use of exogenous
labels [2]. UV photoacoustic microscopy (UV-PAM) has shown
impressive hematoxylin-like contrast from cell nuclei [3], but
it relies on more complex setups to capture eosin-like contrast
[4] and requires direct acoustic coupling to the sample, further
complicating imaging procedures. Stimulated Raman scattering
(SRS) has additionally demonstrated sub-cellular contrast of
tissues, though it needs expensive ultrafast lasers [5].

We recently introduced UV photoacoustic remote sensing
(UV-PARS) microscopy, which differs from UV-PAM in that
it uses an additional interrogation beam to probe absorption-
induced refractive index perturbations via the detection of
backscattered modulations in this interrogation beam intensity.
Using this imaging approach, we were first to demonstrate cell
nuclei imaging by tuning the excitation wavelength to match
an absorption peak of nucleic acids [6,7]. Additional work
using UV-PARS has also been demonstrated by other groups
[8]. However, these approaches have been able to provide only
hematoxylin-like contrast of cell nuclei, omitting eosin-like
contrast of the cytoplasm, which is important for a complete
virtual H&E image. Recent advances have attempted to rec-
tify this absence. Bell et al . used 420 nm excitation to target
cytochromes to extract cytoplasm contrast [9]. Kedarisetti
et al . recently presented a frequency-domain technique called
f-mode PARS that was able to generate images with nuclear and
cytoplasmic enhanced contrast using only a single excitation
wavelength [10]. Additionally, Restall et al . first demonstrated
the use of low-pass filtering on the existing near infrared (NIR)
modulated backscattered interrogation beam signal to obtain
eosin-corresponding scattering contrast [11]. This last method
has also been recently demonstrated by Ecclestone et al . [12].
Of the two approaches presented that do not rely on addi-
tional excitation wavelengths, f-mode PARS is limited in that
it struggles to extract cytoplasmic contrast when using low UV
excitation powers, since any absorption in the cytoplasm is then
greatly reduced and thus is not present in the resulting PARS
signal. The method presented by Restall et al . [11] shows great
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promise in simultaneously capturing scattering and UV-PARS
data, since it provides a dual purpose for the NIR beam to cap-
ture both modulated and un-modulated backscattered light.
However, one limitation of this system is that the resolution of
the eosin-like image is significantly degraded in comparison to
the hematoxylin-like UV-PARS image due to the longer NIR
interrogation wavelength, limiting its utility to pathologists.

In this work, we demonstrate high-resolution virtual hema-
toxylin and eosin imaging of unstained human tissues with
close concordance to true H&E-stained adjacent thin sections.
To achieve this, we utilize UV scattering data as a virtual eosin
channel while simultaneously capturing absorption data from
UV-PARS as a virtual hematoxylin channel. A custom peak
detection circuit is used to capture this pulsed UV scattering
data. Furthermore, we introduce a novel algorithm to colormap
match virtual H&E images obtained with our system to true
H&E-stained reference images. These innovations allow us
to showcase the first high-resolution, label-free, complete
H&E-like images of human breast tissue.

Figure 1 shows the system diagram for the scattering-
augmented UV-PARS setup. In the excitation pathway, a
20–600 kHz pulse repetition rate (PRR) linearly polarized
532 nm fiber laser (GLP-10, IPG Photonics) is used to pro-
vide a ns-pulsed excitation. The output of this laser is focused
through a 5 × 5 × 6 mm cesium lithium borate (CLBO) non-
linear crystal via a plano–convex lens (LA1464-A, Thorlabs)
to obtain second harmonic generation (SHG) at 266 nm.
The resulting beam is then re-collimated through a matching
lens, and both the fundamental and SHG wavelengths are
separated using a prism (PS863, Thorlabs). In the interroga-
tion pathway, a 1319 nm linearly polarized superluminescent
diode (SLD) (SLD1018PXL, Thorlabs) with single-mode
fiber coupled output is collimated using a zoom collimator
(ZC618APC-C, Thorlabs). Both the excitation and interroga-
tion pathway beams are then expanded to a 5.1 mm diameter
to fill the reflective objective input aperture. These beams then
pass through independent half-wave plates (WPH05-1310,
Thorlabs and WPH05M-266, Thorlabs) to rotate their linear
polarization to match their respective polarizing beam splitter
(CCM1-PBS254, Thorlabs and 10SC16PC.22, Newport)
input polarizations. Prior to being combined via a harmonic
beam splitter (HBSY134, Thorlabs), which transmits 1319 nm
and reflects 266 nm, the beams are passed through independ-
ent quarter-wave plates (WPQ10M-1310, Thorlabs and
WPQ10M-266, Thorlabs) to convert from linear to circular
polarization. After combination, both beams are then co-
aligned and co-focused through a 0.5 NA reflective objective
(LMM-40X-UVV, Thorlabs) onto the sample. The backscat-
tered excitation and interrogation beams change circular
polarization handedness upon reflection, and thus are redi-
rected from their respective incident beam paths via another
pass through the quarter-wave plates and the polarization beam
splitter cubes.

In the interrogation pathway, the continuous wave backscat-
tered light is redirected onto a 75 MHz balanced photodiode
(PDB420C-AC, Thorlabs). The RF output of this photodiode
is used to detect modulations in the scattered light, correspond-
ing to the PARS signal. This signal is further filtered using an
in-line 20 kHz high-pass filter (KR Electronics) to remove
scanning noise. The digital acquisition card is set to acquire
32 pre-trigger and 64 post-trigger data points at the 125 MS/s

Fig. 1. UV Scattering-augmented UV-PARS setup: L, lens; BS,
beam splitter; CLBO, cesium lithium borate crystal; M, mirror; HWP,
half-wave plate; QWP, quarter-wave plate; LPF, longpass filter; PBS,
polarizing beam splitter; PD, photodiode; RO, reflective objective;
ZC, zoom collimator; BD, beam dump; HBS, harmonic beam splitter.

sampling rate to ensure the modulation peak is captured. To
obtain the NIR scattering contrast simultaneously, a 100 kHz
low-pass filter (KR Electronics) is used to remove the majority
of the modulation from the secondary monitor photodiode
output.

In the excitation pathway, a 150 MHz fixed gain photodiode
(PDA10A, Thorlabs) is used to detect the backscattered pulsed
UV beam. Since the pulse duration of the excitation laser is of
the order of several nanoseconds, the digital acquisition card
(CSE8389, Gage Applied), with a sampling rate of 125 MS/s,
is unable to reliably sample this output. As a result, we utilized
a custom peak detection circuit to hold the peak so that it can
be sufficiently sampled by the card. The design of this circuit is
detailed in Snider et al . [13].

To scan the samples, constant velocity stage scanning was
utilized using a pair of linear x − y stepper motor stages (PLS-
85, PI) and their respective stage controllers (C-663, PI). The
scanning protocol is described in more detail in Martell et al .
[14], though burst mode of the digital delay generator was
additionally used to allow finer 500 nm spatial sampling while
operating the fast axis stage at its maximum 20 mm/s speed.

To replicate the traditional H&E colormap in our obtained
UV scattering and UV-PARS images, the following approach
was taken. Stain separation was performed on a reference true
H&E image to separate the hematoxylin- and eosin-stained
regions, as shown in Fig. 2. It is important to note that the ref-
erence H&E image is used to generate only our separate H&E
colormaps, and thus does not need to correspond to the input
scattering and UV-PARS images. The stain separation was
performed using a blind separation algorithm first introduced
by Li and Plataniotis [15,16]. After stain separation, minimum
variance quantization was applied to each stain-separated image
to divide their respective RGB color cubes into sub-divisions,
which were used to generate individual separate hematoxylin
and eosin colormaps. Before applying these colormaps to the
UV-PARS and UV scattering images, histogram matching
was performed between the virtual and true data sets, and the
resulting images were median filtered with a 2 × 2 kernel. A
flat-field correction was also applied to the UV-PARS images
to improve uniformity in the nuclei contrast across the images.
This approach enables stain style matching to images from any
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Fig. 2. Diagram showing the steps of the colormap-matching algorithm. Left: a reference H&E image is stain-separated into independent hema-
toxylin and eosin only images, these images are then used to generate hematoxylin and eosin colormaps. Right: these colormaps are applied to our sep-
arate UV-PARS and UV scattering images, which are then combined to generate a virtual H&E image.

Fig. 3. Scattering images of human breast tissue using (a) CW NIR
back-scattered light; (b) pulsed UV backscattered light. Scale bar:
100 µm.

pathology database, an important step towards preprocessing
data for future artificial intelligence (AI) analysis.

Imaging of human breast lumpectomy specimens was then
performed. Formalin-fixed, breadloafed lumpectomy speci-
mens were obtained from breast cancer patients after pathology
cases were closed and tissues were otherwise flagged for disposal
as per approved ethics [HREBA (Cancer)/HREBA.CC- 20-
0145]. Tissue sample patient information was redacted, and
research staff and pathologists reading true and virtual H&E
images were blinded to all patient and diagnostic information.
Excised tissues were paraffin-embedded and sectioned into
4 µm thin sections, then de-paraffinated and covered in a thin
layer of distilled water and a UV-transparent coverslip (CFQ-
2220, UQG Optics) in preparation for UV-PARS imaging. For
all imaging of tissues, a UV pulse energy of 2 nJ and NIR average
power of 5 mW was co-focused onto the sample.

Resolutions of UV-PARS and NIR scattering have previously
been determined to be 0.39 µm and 2.4 µm, respectively [11].
The UV scattering resolution is identical to the UV-PARS reso-
lution. Comparing Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) showing simultaneously
captured NIR and UV scattering images of human breast tissue
samples, respectively, it is obvious that UV scattering reveals
much finer detail including tissue striations that are not visible
in the NIR scattering image. This is expected due to the ∼5
times resolution improvement due to the use of 266 nm instead
of 1319 nm as the scattering wavelength.

Fig. 4. Images of 4 µm sections of human breast lumpectomy spec-
imens: (a) H&E-stained bright-field image; (b) colormap-matched
combined UV scattering-augmented UV-PARS image, with the
dashed region outlining a benign ductal structure. Scale bar: 100 µm.

Figure 4(b) showcases our colormap-matched UV scattering-
augmented UV-PARS image of an unstained section from a
human breast lumpectomy specimen, as compared to a true
H&E-stained tissue section imaged under bright-field micros-
copy, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Comparing these images, strong
concordance is evident. Differences between the images can be
attributed to the samples being adjacent rather than identical
sections from the same FFPE tissue block. Pathologist inter-
pretation reveals invasive carcinoma cells arranged in cords and
trabeculae, adjacent to fatty lobules, and minimal desmoplastic
stromal response. Additionally, a benign ductal structure is
indicated by the dashed region. Such diagnostic features are
readily identifiable in the virtual image in addition to the true
H&E image.

To evaluate the prospective utility of our virtual histopa-
thology method, pathologists were asked to identify features
of interest in a series of images of unstained sections of human
breast lumpectomy specimens. Figure 5(a) was interpreted as
exhibiting clear invasive carcinoma, with minimal desmoplas-
tic response, some appreciation of the moderate cytological
atypia associated with carcinoma, and invasion between fat cells
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Fig. 5. (a)–(d) Pathologist-annotated UV scattering-augmented
UV-PARS images of unstained sections of human breast lumpectomy
specimens. Scale bars: 100 µm.

as shown in the dashed outline. In Fig. 5(b), dashed outlines
emphasize regions where tumor cells are individually dispersed,
non-cohesive, and arranged in a single file pattern with mini-
mal desmoplastic response. Figure 5(c) shows invasive tumor
cells with minimal desmoplastic stromal response, single file
patterning, and small loose clusters in dashed region (i), and a
benign duct can be seen in dashed region (ii). Finally, Fig. 5(d)
also shows invasive carcinoma with minimal cytological pleo-
morphism and minimal desmoplastic response highlighted
in dashed region (i), and dashed box (ii) highlights a potential
ductal carconoma in situ (DCIS). The ability to visualize such
histological characteristics in label-free images demonstrates
strong potential as a diagnostic platform for pathologists.

Currently, a 2 mm × 0.5 mm image takes 13 min to acquire,
with imaging speeds being limited by the stage scanning speed
and the laser PRR. Future work should seek to improve on imag-
ing speed to achieve utility for intraoperative applications. This
should be readily possible. For example, using MHz excitation
and optical scanning, a 1 cm × 1 cm image could be obtained in

under 2 min. Parallelized readout could enable even faster imag-
ing rates. Future work should also include assessing diagnostic
concordance between pathologist interpretation of our virtual
H&E images compared with true H&E stained images. Finally,
we envision AI being used for rapid interpretation and flagging
of areas for inspection by a pathologist.

In summary, by leveraging a stain-matching algorithm
and introducing UV scattering as a high-resolution virtual eosin
channel to augment absorption contrast from UV-PARS as a vir-
tual hematoxylin channel, we have achieved realistic H&E-like
virtual histological images of unstained human breast tissues.
Our approach achieves close concordance to gold standard true
H&E-stained images and demonstrates promising diagnostic
utility in initial evaluations by pathologists.
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